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Today

A step-by-step look at creating topic and pillar clusters:

● What are topic and pillar clusters?

● Building your firm’s authority, relevance, and 
trust with this method

● Examples of using topic and pillar clusters

● Demo using the LawLytics software

● Q&A and suggestions



The Attorney Website 
Marketing “Dilemma”

● The advent of search has dramatically 
changed buyer behavior.

● Assumption: Because Google has changed 
buyer behavior, we must cater to Google to 
succeed.

○ “I need to be #1 on Google.”

○ Search engines are not your 
potential clients. Humans are.

● Reality: We must create a logical, helpful 
experience for both the searcher and 
search engine.

● Solution: Information organized with topic 
and pillar clusters.



What Are Topic and 
Pillar Clusters?

Pillar page: 

Covers a single topic comprehensively. This page 
is linked to a cluster of related content.

Topic page: 

Covers a related subtopic. This page is linked to 
your main pillar page.

Cluster: 

The combined total of related topic pages linked 
to your main pillar page.

Topic

Pillar

Cluster



Why Does This 
Methodology Work?

How Google benefits:

Helps it understand the relationship between 
these pages. Signals depth of information. 

More information = More authority, more trust, 
more relevance. Better placement in search.

How your PNCs benefit:

Deliberate, guided structure  lets us learn and 
browse logically.

How your firm benefits:

Better search placement, more potential new 
clients.
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Creating Pillars and 
Clusters

● Start with a main “pillar” page (Ex: “Family 
Law.”)

○ Develop a comprehensive overview 
of this topic. 

■ What is family law?
■ What services do you 

provide?
■ Who can benefit from hiring 

a family lawyer?
■ Under what circumstances 

should someone hire a 
family lawyer?

Family 
Law



Creating Pillars and 
Clusters

● Once you’ve developed your pillar page, 
begin adding relevant topics to your 
“cluster”.

○ Divorce
○ Spousal Support
○ Child Custody*
○ Post-decree modifications and 

enforcement*
○ Adoption
○ Paternity

● As you create each topic, remember to link 
these pages to your main “pillar” page.

*Your potential clients may use other words to 
describe these topics.

 (More on this shortly.)
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Zooming in on a 
Topic...

● Grounds for divorce in your state

● Rules during the divorce process

● Options for handling a divorce 

● Legal separation vs. annulment vs. divorce

● Summary dissolution* (Simplified process 
for divorce)

● How to file in your state

● Dealing with an abusive spouse

● Getting information from a spouse about 
property and finances...

Family Law

Divorce



Zooming in Even 
Further...

● How is property divided in a divorce?

○ Community property

■ What is it?
■ Examples?
■ Debts

○ Separate property

■ What is it?
■ Examples?
■ Debts

● Why property and debt division can be 
complicated...Family Law

Divorce

Property & Debt 
Division



Creating Pillars and 
Clusters

● Start with a main “pillar” page (Ex: “Real 
Estate Litigation”)

○ Develop a comprehensive overview 
of this topic. 

■ What is real estate 
litigation?

■ What services do you 
provide?

■ Under what circumstances 
should someone hire an 
attorney to handle real 
estate issues?
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Creating Pillars and 
Clusters

● Once you’ve developed your pillar page, 
begin adding relevant topics to your 
“cluster”.

○ Commercial lease disputes
○ Enforcing rental agreements
○ Breaking a commercial lease
○ Landlord/Tenant disputes
○ Evicting commercial tenants

● As you create each topic, remember to link 
these pages to your main “pillar” page.

● Attorneys in B2B practice areas: 

Remember the value in writing for the 
human decision maker!
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Zooming in on a 
Topic...

● Responding to tenant complaints

● Rights for breach of lease agreement

● Early lease termination

● Property damage

● Security deposits

● Recovering costs associated with eviction
Real Estate 
Litigation

Landlord 
Rights



Zooming in Even 
Further...

● Why commercial lease agreements can be 
unique/complex

● Common causes of disputes:

○ Rent increases
○ Subletting
○ Common area maintenance
○ Maintenance request responses
○ Late and partial payments
○ Changes in property conditions
○ Code compliance
○ Liability insurance
○ Lease renewal or refusal

Real Estate Litigation

Commercial 
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Development of Pillars/Topics 
Over Time



Pillar and Cluster Example

Main Page: Family Law (Pillar)

Topic (1 of 6): Dissolution* of marriage (Subtopic)

What might your PNCs call it?: 

Getting divorced, splitting up...

Page title: “What do I need to know about divorcing 
my spouse in California?”

Where will it live on your site? Nested underneath 
the family law pillar page; included in the sidebar, and 
linked to the family law pillar page.

Don’t forget your links: When these pages are 
complete, we’ll connect them. Next: Building this structure with LawLytics...



WE’RE HERE 

TO HELP YOU 

SUCCEED

www.lawlytics.com/integrations-partnerships/

support@lawlytics.com

(800) 713-0161 

Schedule Your Discovery Call
www.LawLytics.com/consultation/

https://www.lawlytics.com/
mailto:info@lawlytics.com
http://www.lawlytics.com/call/

